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8/4/13. I arrived again at Bonnybrook at 9am and while I was getting ready, Ed Shenk pulled in to take a walk
down the trail. He invited me to come along with him and explained a lot what was going on with the stream. He
showed me a couple meadows including the exact spot he landed old George. After learning and listening from
the master of the letort I had realized that it was almost noon, and I wanted to fish Big Spring before I went
home, so that's where I headed. Upon arrival my rod was still set up with a black wholly bugger from the
morning. I left it on and thought I could move some big fish before I put on my cress bug. As I approached the
stream, I saw on the far side the one monster rainbow that I've been trying to catch for 3 months. I hooked him
once on a cress bug but he quickly broke my 6x tippet. Sometimes he's there, sometimes he's not, but today he
looked to be feeding right behind a big clump of cress. Many anglers try to cach the fish but never succeed, I
have seen plenty guides trying as well with no luck at all. my first cast, the streamer landed right above the
cress and went up and over and As soon as he saw it, he shot up and took it so hard that I jumped. I instantly
set the hook on my new rod and that fish took off downstream and went right into another bed of cress and got
me tangled, but the weight of the fish and the pull of my rod ripped right through the weeds and I was free again,
as I tryed to force him away from the nearest cress bed he shot downstream again taking 30 feet of line. I
hurriedly ran down the bank while a couple other anglers ran over to see the commotion, I was able to get below
the fish and finally subdue him, but he was so big that both of my hands couldn't even get around him. The
nearest angler watched and offered help, so I threw him my phone for a quick picture. The hook set was perfect,
and the hook came out easily. Quick pic and he was back in. The angler said to me, " I got a few pics, I just kept
hitting the button" so I got the landing pic and the final pic. Me and the other anglers agreed that the fish was
about a 6+ lbs and about 25-28" inches long. After fishing a few more hours and catching around 4 more on my
cress bug, I was off to yellow breeches outfitters. I showed Rowland my pic and he immediately put it up on the
wall where all the other trophy trout pics are. What a awesome weekend, and can't wait to go back. If you
wanna see that trout, it's up on the board at yellow breeches outfitters.. I would add a photo but my iPhone is
not uploading it correctly. If anybody wants to see any other reports of Letort, Big Spring or Falling Spring, check
out Orvis.com/fallingsprings and scroll down to the bottom where stream reports are located.

